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Antonio Francesco Gramsci (UK: /ˈɡræmsi/, US: /ˈɡrɑːmsi/, Italian: [anˈtɔːnjo franˈtʃesko ˈgramʃi] (); 22 January 1891 – 27 April 1937) was an Italian Marxist philosopher and communist politician. He wrote on political theory, sociology and linguistics. He attempted to break from the economic determinism of traditional Marxist thought and so is considered a ...

Antonio Gramsci - Wikipedia
Cultural anthropology is a branch of anthropology focused on the study of cultural variation among humans. It is in contrast to social anthropology, which perceives cultural variation as a subset of the anthropological constant. Cultural anthropology has a rich methodology, including participant observation (often called fieldwork because it requires the anthropologist spending an extended ...

Cultural anthropology - Wikipedia
Anthropology - Special fields of anthropology: The anthropology of religion is the comparative study of religions in their cultural, social, historical, and material contexts. The English term religion has no exact equivalent in most other languages. For example, burial practices are more likely to be called customs and not sharply differentiated from other ways of doing things.

Anthropology - Special fields of anthropology | Britannica.com
Gary Olson 'Gary Olson chairs the Political Science department at Moravian College in Bethlehem, PA. For the past few past years he's been writing on the political implications of recent neuroscience research findings on empathy'

Culture of Empathy Builder: Gary Olson
Download 800 free eBooks to your Kindle, iPad/iPhone, computer, smart phone or ereader. Collection includes great works of fiction, non-fiction and poetry, including works by Asimov, Jane Austen, Philip K. Dick, F. Scott Fitzgerald, Neil Gaiman, Tolstoy, Dostoevsky, Shakespeare, Ernest Hemingway, Virginia Woolf & James Joyce.

800 Free eBooks for iPad, Kindle & Other Devices | Open ...
"English Labouring-Class Poets, 1700–1900" "International Perspectives on Science, Culture and Society" "The Body, Gender and Culture" (Auto)biographies in Psychology
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White Over Black: Discourses of Whiteness in Australian Culture. Jan Larbalestier University of Sydney. This essay focuses on debates about representing Australia's colonial history, along with spirited controversy, informing discussion of government policies towards Indigenous Australians, specifically in regard to child removal.
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Social Science History Bibliography - Andrew Roberts
(Re)Defining Culture. As we look to the cultural influence on intolerance, we must first consider the definition of culture. The study of culture has deep roots in anthropological and linguistic research, especially as seen in the work of Franz Boaz and his students Margaret Mead, Ruth Benedict, and Edward Sapir, as well as in the early work of Edward Tyler, itself based on earlier traditions ...
Culture, Prejudice, Racism, and Discrimination - Oxford...
My blog is a public notebook, featuring essays, notes, and explorations on Scripture, theology, literature, politics, culture.

Leithart - My blog is a public notebook, featuring essays...
Karl Marx and education. What significance does Marx have for educators and animateurs today? An introduction and assessment by Barry Burke. contents: introduction · life · Karl Marx as a thinker · Karl Marx and the class struggle · the communist manifesto · Karl Marx’s relevance to knowledge and education · further reading · links · how to cite this article

infed.org | Karl Marx and education
Password requirements: 6 to 30 characters long; ASCII characters only (characters found on a standard US keyboard); must contain at least 4 different symbols;

Join LiveJournal
The Malahat Review, established in 1967, is among Canada’s leading literary journals. Published quarterly, it features contemporary Canadian and international and contemporary works of poetry and fiction as well as reviews of recently published Canadian poetry, fiction and literary non-fiction.

The Malahat Review | Poetry, Fiction, and Creative Nonfiction
Historiography - Branches of history: Histories have been written about architecture, sculpture, painting, music, dance, theatre, motion pictures, television, and literature. Despite essential differences, these forms of historiography have some common features. One is that they are almost invariably produced outside history departments and faculties.